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Abstract. Traditional tomographic imaging of industrial and medical objects is
usually related with difficulties in multi data collecting and large computational
burden. On the other hand, limited data do not allow to get acquire for quality
image. The article introduces new virtual deformation technology, giving the
opportunity to provide tomographic imaging of the objects given limited input
projection data in the case when a source object image is available. This technique
recently obtained the recognition in medical imaging procedures. The article gives
start to the application of this technique for industrial x-ray tomography
demonstrating its main peculiarities using elastic matching deformation of simulated
input data.

Introduction
In many practical applications the free access to an object by an x-ray acquisition system is
strictly constrained to obtain an input data necessary to realize regular Computer
Tomography (CT) for artifact free image reconstruction. One of the examples corresponds
to the case of in service pipelines non-destructive testing with gamma-sources when the
circular scan of the pipe is not possible. In principle in material non destructive testing an
excess to any kind of production in service is limited for collecting the totality of x-ray
projecting data. The other example is relevant to the tomography of complex objects having
in some directions the thickness which exceed the penetration depth of x-ray from concrete
x-ray source. The situation with limited accessibility corresponds to many other cases in
medical imaging and material testing. The typical medical example is the tomographic
imaging of a denta facial region or any other part of a body selectively.
During last decade within an existing tendency of transition unto 3D cone-beam
Computerized Tomography (CT) from quasi 3D fan-beam CT (both having their
background for the reconstruction from complete data sets) the attainability of a highquality image reconstruction from limited number of sparse 2D projections taken within a
restricted observation solid angle, is still very problematical. A couple of innovative image
reconstruction techniques have been proposed to solve the problem, all mainly based on the
Bayesian iterative reconstruction methods subject to available prior knowledge, the last
being both qualitative and quantitative [1,2]. It was shown that images of the objects with
so called binary structure (like e.g. aluminum or plastic in the air) can be successfully
reconstructed under some very general constraints within the frames of advanced Bayesian
and/or Multi Step concepts [3,4]. Although the solutions in particular cases can be obtained
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within e.g. the so called Local Tomography [5] or hull–voxel approach [6], there are no
evidence that a general non-constrained solution can be obtained in principle.
In this article the role of additional prior assumption plays the availability of a source
image, which is sometimes known in the form of a template or a model. Thus the goal of
the image reconstruction algorithm can be formulated as follows: to restore the target image
given the data from sparse x-ray projections, made within a limited observation angle,
under the constraint of preserving a characteristic morphology of a source image.
In the last time there were developed several image reconstruction techniques based on
non-rigid image registration [11-20]. The idea of the approach is clear from the problem
definition: given a source image and mapping transformation model, together with a
description of an X-ray propagation or emission process, the technique determines by
means of optimization procedure the deformation parameters that best match the target
image to a deformed one. The degrees of deformation freedom can be very large, e.g. close
to 100.
Principles of image registration and deformation
Any non-rigid registration technique assumes the existence of at least three components: a)
a similarity measure for source and target image, b) a transformation function between
source and target image and c) the optimization which put transformation function
parameters into correspondence of the similarity measure. This article is mainly
concentrated on the optimization of a transformation function in the p.b). The role of the
similarity measure for all investigated deformation models and traditional techniques plays
the averaged discrepancy between simulated and experimental projecting data. The
optimization procedure, pointed in c), was iterative for each technique among tested
excluding FBP.
All morphology changes supported by the data are legitimate. The attenuation map
reconstruction is implemented using voxel representation of an unknown map of
attenuation coefficients (target image). The power of several image reconstruction
techniques, including those based on image warping, Filtered Back Projections (FBP) and
Maximum Likelihood (ML), is compared through a few examples of tomographic
reconstructions, made with a deformed 2D Shepp-Logan phantom, as to their capability to
restore different kinds of geometrical distortions applied to a source images.
Transformation functions and algorithm’s skeleton
The reconstruction of a target image is implemented on a deformable set given a source CT
image like a morphology oriented prior knowledge. A source and target images are given
by its voxels in the R3 space while projecting image – by its pixels in the R2 space. The
distributions of the x-ray attenuation coefficients in a 3D target and source images are given
r
r
by the unknown distribution function μ(r ) and the known attenuation template μ (0 ) (r ′)
respectively. The attenuation coefficients distributions are transformable, thus
r
r r
r
r
μ(r ) = μ (0 ) (r ′) ; r ∈ D : r ′ = f (r ) ,
r
where f (r ) - unknown transformation of coordinates.
r
Vector r is defined in the Cartesian co-ordinates:

r
r
r
r
r = xe x + ye y + ze z
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(1)

(2)

The forward problem solution, i.e. the linear process model, given by the absorption law,
can be represented in the discrete form as follows:

p n ,i = ∑ μ j l n ,ij

(3)

i

where p n,i - radiation intensity measured by the detector in a pixel i at the n-th projection;

ln ,ij is the path length of the ray in the cell j, which is projected onto pixel i at the n-th
projection.

r
The deformable grid is given by its control points rijk′ which also stay as an unknown
coefficients in the interpolation formula used for representing unknown transformation of
r
coordinates f (r ) .
l
m n
r
r
r
f (r ) = ∑∑∑ rijk′ ϕ ijk (r ) ,

(4)

i = 0 j = 0 k =0

r
where ϕ ijk (r ) - basis functions.
r
Thus to determine f (r ) it is necessary to evaluate an unknown displacements of control
r
r
′ , y 000
′ , z 000
′ ,...xlmn
′ , ylmn
′ , z lmn
′ )= λ
points rijk′ = λ (x000
In the frame of this study we investigated the workability of three types of basis functions,
particularly:
1. Bernstein Polynomials
2. Linear interpolator with the nodal points

r
r
3. Cubic spline created by values {rijk′ } in the nodal points {rijk }.
Putting the calculation steps in order gives the following algorithm’s skeleton:
1) generate a grid (not necessarily uniform) with the N number of control points
r
r j′ ( 0 ) and superimpose it on a known source image sampled into voxels given into
Cartesian coordinates;
2) by fitting one of the polynomials (1,2 or 3 respectively) to the control points
calculate the parameters of the respective piecewise polynomials (e.g. for a cubic
spline interpolation the parameters of the piecewise third-order polynomial make up
the spline);
3) using the respective interpolator (1,2 or 3) find new positions of the voxels in the
r
voxel grid, r j( 0) ;
4) by applying eq. (3) calculate a projections patterns pn( 0,i) taking into account (1);
5) calculate the discrepancy between simulated at this iteration step projecting data and
measured data taken from projections limited within known acquisition geometry;
r
6) evaluate the first approximation of the unknown coefficients λ (1) ;
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r
7) in compliance with a new estimate of λ (1) define next approximation of the control
r
points positions r j′ (1) and go consequently through points 1) to 7) until the pointed

discrepancy becomes less than specified value. At the last iteration step K an
r
r
unknown voxels positions r j( K ) with a new attenuation map μ ( K ) (r ) render an
unknown image.
Image reconstruction from sparse incomplete projections using Shepp-Logan
Phantom (SLP)
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Fig.1. Image reconstruction of the original Shepp-Logan phantom (a) after rotation (b) given its original
image (a) as a source one. The algorithms used for the reconstruction were respectively:
c) – Bernstein Polynomials; d) – Bi-Linear Interpolation; e) cubic spline; f) – Filtered Back Projections;
g) – Maximum Likelihood. Central row shows the images restored without applied noise;
down row shows the images restored with the imposed white Gaussian noise

Basing on the three types of deformable models described above, three respective
algorithms, shown below, have been developed and integrated in the common interface:
•
BPLDR – limited data reconstruction algorithm based on Bernstein
Polinomials
•
LILDR – limited data reconstruction algorithm based on Bi-Linear
Interpolator
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•

CSLDR – limited data reconstruction algorithm based on Cubic Splines
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Fig.2. Image reconstruction results after vertical shrinkage (b) given its original image (a) as a source one.
Algorithms used for the reconstruction were: c) – Bernstein Polynomials; d) – Bi-Linear Interpolation; e)
cubic spline; f) – Filtered Back Projections; g) – Maximum Likelihood.
Central row – without noise; down row – with noise.

Although the 3D SLP was exploited in our numerical experiments, only 2D images of its
central cross section are presented below. For comparison additionally two well approved
techniques namely Filtered Back Projections (FBP) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) were
applied given the same limited acquisition data.
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Several kinds of deformation were applied to SLP image including global as well local
rotation and shrinkage respectively. Some examples are shown in fig.1b to fig.4b
representing respectively the deformations with pattern rotation, shrinkage, rotation and
shrinkage, local warps and the sequence of local warps. The sketch of the SLP “radiation”
with parallel beams is given in the fig.1a. 20 positions of x-ray source, all placed within 900
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Fig.3. Image reconstruction in more complicated case after SLP rotation and shrinkage
(b). Algorithms used for reconstruction: c) – Bernstein Polynomials; d) – Filtered Back Projections;
e) – Maximum Likelihood. Central row – without noise; down row – with imposed noise.

solid angle in the horizontal plane along the line from left to right equidistantly have been
taken to generate simulated projections of the deformed images, all of them having then
been used for image reconstruction on the deformable sets discussed above. To estimate the
robustness of the algorithms to the concomitant noise additionally white Gaussian noise
with a mean value of 40% of the maximum of the projected gray level was imposed on each
projection before reconstruction. Let’s consider the reconstruction results in more detail.
Fig.1 shows image reconstruction of the original Shepp-Logan phantom (a) after rotation
(b) given its original image (a) as a source one. The algorithms used for the reconstruction
were respectively: c) – Bernstein Polynomials; d) – Bi-Linear Interpolation; e) cubic spline;
f) – Filtered Back Projections; g) – Maximum Likelihood. Central row shows the images
restored without applied noise; down row shows the images restored with the imposed
white Gaussian noise discussed above.

Fig.2 shows image reconstruction results after vertical shrinkage (b) given its original
image (a) as a source one. Fig.4. illustrates the more complicated case of reconstruction
after SLP rotation and shrinkage (b). Fig.4. considers the image reconstruction results of the
SLP (a) after local deformation (b).
Fig.5 shows the sequence of locally deformed SLP’s images (a) reconstructed using the
following algorithms respectively: row b) Bi-Linear Interpolation; row c) Bi-Linear
Interpolation with imposed noise; row d) – Filtered Back Projections; row e) – Filtered
6

Back Projections with imposed noise. The noise is like in previous examples. In columns
the different stages of sequential deformations are shown.
Fig.3 shows image reconstruction results after vertical shrinkage (b) given its original
image
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Fig.4. Image reconstruction results of the SLP after local deformation (a). Algorithms used for
reconstruction: b) – Bernstein Polynomials; c) – Bi-Linear Interpolation; d) cubic spline;
f) – Filtered Back Projections; g) – Maximum Likelihood.
Central row – without noise; down row – with imposed noise.

(a) as a source one. Fig.4. illustrates the more complicated case of reconstruction after SLP
rotation and shrinkage (b). Fig.5. considers the image reconstruction results of the SLP (a)
after local deformation (b).
Fig.6 shows the sequence of locally deformed SLP’s images (a) reconstructed using the
following algorithms respectively: row b) Bi-Linear Interpolation; row c) Bi-Linear
Interpolation with imposed noise; row d) – Filtered Back Projections; row e) – Filtered
Back Projections with imposed noise. The noise like in previous examples. In columns the
different stages of sequential deformations are shown.
Conclusions
1) We demonstrated here the strong potentialities of the novel tomographic imaging
technique called elastic matching reconstruction to acquire artifact free images
given very poor initial data sets.
2) The known techniques like Filtered Back Projections and even Bayesian technique
give much poorer results given limited observation angle and sparse projections.
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3) The developed algorithm and technique are now available for practical application.
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Fig.5. The sequence of locally deformed SLP’s images (a) reconstructed using the following
algorithms respectively: row b) Bi-Linear Interpolation; row c) Bi-Linear Interpolation with
imposed noise; row d) – Filtered Back Projections; row e) – Filtered Back Projections with
imposed noise. In columns the different stages of sequential deformations are shown.
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